Industry decarbonization must pick up rapidly if we are to reach net zero by 2050. The scale of the transformation needed requires significant innovation, new technologies and investment.

At COP28, UNIDO will announce new initiatives together with its partners, foster meaningful dialogue among stakeholders, deliver solutions and identify critical actions to accelerate industrial decarbonization and transformation of sectors such as steel, cement, and aluminum.
Strides in Clean cooking - Showcasing partnerships
5. Dec | 13:00 | OPEC Fund Pavilion | Blue Zone

Identifying GHG reduction opportunities for heavy industries – an engineer’s perspective
5. Dec | 16:00 | UNFCCC Innovation Hub | Blue Zone

Launch of the Steel Standards Principles: Unlocking Decarbonization, Trade and the Global Market
5. Dec | 16:30 | WTO Trade Pavilion | Blue Zone

Inclusive Engineering Solutions Paving the Road to Net Zero
8. Dec | 13:15 | SE Room 3 | Blue Zone
Mythbusting with Council of Engineers on the Energy Transition (CEET): Clean hydrogen, clean transportation, and clean cooking alignment and misalignment with the SDG
11. Dec | 10:45 | SDG Pavilion | Blue Zone

Driving the blue and green economy aspirations of small island developing states (SIDS) through Ocean Energy Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)
6. Dec | 16:00 | AOSIS Pavilion | Blue Zone

Establishing a “Capacity Coalition” for building capacity of International Solar Alliance (ISA) member countries and advancing STAR C Programme
8. Dec | 10:30 | ISA Pavilion | Blue Zone